Land Management Report
April 28, 2007

As Facilities Coordinator of the TCC Land Management, I would like to recognize the following
for their help, contributions and the tasks accomplished since our last meeting:
Donations:
Thank you to Lobo and Lee for their donation of the WIFI equipment. I would also like to ask
that those who would be using the WIFI here at the Landsite to please make a donation to
Lobo and Lee to help with the cost of the equipment they have donated. It has been a major
expenditure to them.
Major projects and tasks accomplished:
Thank you to the following for their work:
To our caretaker Ken, for replacing rotted out flooring, installing carpet squares and painting
inside of the Bunkhouse as well as painting the restroom floor and ramp.
Thank you to Peter and his partner, Eric for taking on the task of tearing down and rebuilding
the deck, installing an overhang over the door, adding a shelf in the front and replacing a
broken window of the TCC trailer.
To Brian Epperson for renting a Ditch Witch to dig an electrical trench going to the Chicken
Ranch and for the WIFI equipment.
To Gerg Leuschke for the use of his truck to take the cans to the recycling center. We netted
$119.90
To Lobo and Lee for completing the installation of the WIFI equipment.
To Larry Perry and Dan Murdoch for the installation of the donated benches up on Buzzards
Peak.
Project currently in progress:
progress:
The trench from the meter at the beginning of the drive way to the well head, and installation of
the water line will take place this weekend. Thank you to Brian Epperson for acquiring the
trencher.
I would like to ask for volunteers to assist in digging the trench and the laying of the pipe.
Future project:
I have donated $130 to have gravel brought in to be laid on the drive way going up past the
restroom.
A future project of building a step going up to Walk In using railroad ties donated by John
Szewczyk.
I would like to ask for some donations to help purchase the gravel. Each truck load costs
$65.00.
Suggested tasks
tasks for the April Activity weekend:
Thank you to everyone for rolling up the tarps prior to the membership meeting.
Roll up tarps in kitchen
Rake out ditches, culverts and leaves and dispose of in fire
Power wash interior & exterior walk in cooler
Power wash picnic tables
Sweep off leaves from roof tops of buildings and wash out gutter over kitchen
Collect piles of leaves and dispose of in fire

Hammer down nails on picnic tables already done by Greg Leuschke
Build a horseshoe pit between firewood and to rock wall
Assist digging and running water lines from the road to the wellhead.
Spray paint the butt cans around the Landsite so our guests could better locate them.
Move 3 landscape timbers next to John’s tent to in front of walk in to create a frame for a
step up to the walk in.
Repair tractor tire and recharge battery
Respectively submitted,
Dale Arndt, Facilities Coordinator
Land Management Committee
Texas Conference of Clubs

